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When Paul Asfour looks outside his home in River Hall, he sees the conservation area it abuts and the trees 

right outside his back door.

His wife, Karen, thinks of the turkeys, bears and panthers they and neighbors have seen traversing the as-yet-

developed streets.

“If you saw our house and where it’s situated, you would laugh at the idea that this isn’t rural,” Paul Asfour said.

But that’s not the same picture other residents of River Hall, a housing development in east Lee County that abuts Lehigh Acres , see.

“The only thing that separates us is a canal,” resident Jerry Hetrick said as he pointed to distant rooftops, located in Lehigh. “And how rural of an 

environment can you have in a 2,000-home golf community?”

That divide — whether River Hall is a rural community or a suburban subdivision — is what Lee County commissioners will have to decide today.

Developer GreenePointe Communities already has county approval to build up to 1,999 homes in River Hall but is seeking to extend that to 2,850 homes.

To do that, GreenePointe is asking for the comprehensive plan governing the area to be amended. Commissioners will vote, essentially, on two things: 

Whether River Hall should be considered rural and, if so, whether the additional homes are an “overriding public necessity.”

If commissioners deem the project necessary, it would be sent to the state for review, a recommendation for or against will be made, and the county will 

then go through another review to determine whetherto implement the amendment to the plan.

It’s a process that can take eight or nine months, Lee County Attorney Richard Wesch said.

To residents’ criticism, GreenePointe president Grady Miars said adding another thousand homes was in the plans for River Hall all along, from the 

project’s first approval in the mid-2000s.

“Our original marketing materials from day one have shown future development up to 2,999 units,” he said. “It’s really a fulfillment of the original vision for 

the project, and seeing it through.”

A long history with the county

In its relatively short 10-year lifespan, River Hall’s developers have had a complicated relationship with Lee County.

The original master community plan for the nearly 3,000-acre subdivision was approved in 2005. At the time, 1,999 housing units were OK’d, reduced 

from about 3,000 because the developer didn’t want to undergo a Development of Regional Impact (DRI) review required for larger construction projects, 

Miars said.

In the intervening years, River Hall has been the subject of several requests for comprehensive plan amendments.

In 2009, the first — requested by citizens — was approved, and strengthened the requirements to rezone the area.

Then in September 2012, the developer brought a proposal forward that would allow the additional units. It was denied.

A year later another amendment was requested, but because of an empty seat on the board, the request failed with a tied 2-2 vote.

Since then, the developer has received mediation on the issue, and filed another comprehensive plan amendment request.

River Hall has gone through other changes, too, including a bankruptcy and name change.

And in 2008-09, construction in the subdivision “completely stopped, like it did across the country,” Miars said.

Opinion on project mixed



Hetrick’s concerned that if GreenePointe does not build its original number of homes, it’s going to be an eyesore.

Right now, just under 400 of the approved 1,999 homes have been constructed; infrastructure like streetlights and electric power are ready on the other 

lots.

The additional 851 homes would be built on an area that was cleared years ago, before the recession, but has since returned to rolling hills of brush and 

scrub.

If the amendment is eventually approved and more homes are allowed, it would still be years before those would be built, Miars said.

“In a normal market, it would be five to eight years” before the new section would be built in, he said. Pre-existing lots would be built on first.

Brian Anderson, a resident of River Hall since 2007 and a Realtor who has sold units in the development, said the fight over additional units has become 

emotionally charged and is dividing the community.

But his thoughts on the area’s future are the same as Hetrick’s.

“I believe a developer needs some flexibility from the county, and density is one of those points of flexibility. To ask for those lots, I think, is not 

unreasonable,” Anderson said.

But some residents think GreenePointe’s plans will disrupt not only the rural character of the area but congest its roads, interfere with wildlife and make 

setting tee times tougher.

“The way I look at it is, you made a promise to us and now you want to break it,” Asfour said. “It’s not what we bought into.”

Elaine Seaman, who has lived with husband David in River Hall since 2010, acknowledged that building has been halted for years, but said that’s all the 

more reason to “fill in” the lots already available for homes.

“I think they’re just getting greedy at this point,” she said.

County decisions and recommendations side with residents against the project.

In June, the Lee County Local Planning Agency voted 4-3 against sending the project for state approval.

County staff are also recommending commissioners vote down the amendment today, citing concerns that mirror some residents’.

Wesch, the county attorney, is tackling a different part of the argument: His office believes the standard of “overriding public necessity” shouldn’t be 

applied to the River Hall project because the area doesn’t have rural character, despite some county designations that parts of the land technically are.

His office isn’t taking a position on whether commissioners should send the project to the state, he said.

“If you keep in mind traditional notions of rural property, you would typically think of open pasture or groves, something of that nature… but this arguably 

is part of a larger preplanned development. You have to go through a security gate to get to these properties,” Wesch said.

River Hall includes an 18-hole golf course, two clubhouses and a school, with plans for a fire station and other infrastructure at some point, according to 

its master plan.

Whether or not commissioners transfer the proposal to the state, they’ll need to define the term “overriding public necessity” for the future — or risk 

lawsuits, Wesch believes.

The phrase is used in four community plans in Lee County, including the one governing River Hall, called Caloosahatchee Shores. But it isn’t defined 

anywhere, meaning that if commissioners deny projects based on that standard, they could be up for court battles.

“We’re trying to be proactive in the approach rather than reactive in things that are filed in Lee County,” he said. “We would rather have the board of 

county commissioners define it, than a judge.”

Defining the phrase would require yet another comprehensive plan amendment process, the same one the county will consider for River Hall today. If 

commissioners decide the community is rural and “overriding public necessity” should be considered, Wesch will recommend continuing the hearing until 

that phrase is defined, he said.

GreenePointe has already filed a Bert Harris Act claim that the county is interfering with its property rights, though Miars said it has no intention right now 



of pursuing the case.

“We’re preserving our statutory right,” he said.

IF YOU GO

What: Hearing on River Hall (and three other items)

When: 9:30 a.m. Wednesday

Where: County commissioners’ chambers at the Old Lee County Courthouse, 2120 Main St., Fort Myers

Read or Share this story: http://newspr.es/1wjB7ih
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